THE PRACTICE OF LAW FOR CHILDREN

Marvin Ventrell

Lawyers, I suppose, were children once.

I. Introduction

The selection of Children and the Law as the topic for the James R. Browning Symposium in 2004 says something powerful about the status of the practice of law for children and youth. Not so many years ago, this topic would not have been on the radar of symposium organizers, or had it been, it would not likely have been deemed worthy of such important academic attention. But children's law exists in 2004 as a recognized legal specialty with sufficient rigor to warrant law school symposium scrutiny. Similar to the development of pediatric medicine, the field of children's law has developed into a full academic and practice concentration. Through the development of social awareness, substantive law, law school curricula, standards of practice, and career paths, what was once a fringe professional interest and a cause of social progressives has become a legal specialty.

The importance of the development of children's law is more than academic. Children and youth represent a significant segment of the population in need of legal services, which has gone unmet for many years. In the juvenile delinquency arena, roughly 1.8 million cases are filed each year. There are even more child welfare cases in response to the approximate 4 million children who are reported abused and neglected annually. For many of these children, the legal proceedings in which they are involved determine the course of their lives and may be a matter of life and death. As lawyers who carry a special responsibility to promote justice, this is a worthy and noble focus of our attention.

The failure to provide legal services to this population is devastating. Just outcomes are dependent upon high quality legal advocacy. Unrepresented parties tend to fare poorly in our system. This is particularly true for children who, among various types of clients, are least likely to be able to speak for themselves. Yet historically, this argument has failed in the face of the view that children are not entitled to, or do not need, traditional legal counsel. This view is changing. We are moving from a legal system that valued children out of an occasional sense of benevolence to a system that recognizes the value of children as rights-based citizens.

Precisely where this movement towards recognizing children as rights-based citizens will lead is not clear. This article attempts to trace the evolution of the practice of law for children and provide some guidance for the decision-making that lies ahead in the development of an emerging and important area of law.

II. The Relationship Between Client Status And The Delivery of Legal Services
Children's law is a new field of practice, and children have been represented by legal counsel for a relatively short time. Although children's interests appear in our early jurisprudence, it was not until the 1970's that we began to see the legitimate delivery of legal services to children. The emergence of lawyers for children in the 1970's is directly connected to the emerging status of children in society at that time. What we learn from this is that the value society places on a client class influences, if not dictates, the level of legal service provided.

*78 The evolution of children's status in western culture can be viewed as a movement from children as property, to children as welfare recipients, to children as rights-based citizens. [FN11] The degree of legal services available to children corresponds to these stages. Children viewed as property receive no legal services since property holders may do essentially as they wish with their property. Children as a welfare class will receive such services as the state chooses to grant. These services promote the state's interest, or at best, what the state views as the child's interest. But children as rights-based citizens are situated to receive the full benefit of independent legal counsel as they demand the enforcement of their rights. [FN12]

The importance of viewing children as rights-based citizens is reflected in the current debates within the federal government, state legislatures, advocacy organizations, and court systems over the formation of policy regarding the nature of legal services provided to children in the abuse and neglect court system. [FN13] There is a dilemma over whether to provide legal counsel to children, and if so, what type of legal service to provide. The agreed goal is to produce just outcomes for children, but there is disagreement as to whether legal services improve outcomes, and to the extent they do, which type of legal service is best. The debate centers over whether traditional independent legal counsel empowers children to their detriment, or whether attorneys serving as guardians ad litem [FN14] ultimately serve the state and not the child's interests. [FN15] *79 The historic development of children's status provides insight for the debate.

III. The Historic Growth of Legal Representation of Children

A. The Parens Patriae: Children as Property

Pre-sixteenth century service to children was minimal and was provided by the church, if at all. [FN16] Children of that time were seen as property, and as such, warranted no governmental protection from the property holders. [FN17] Infanticide, for example, was sometimes seen as an accepted method for disposing of undesirable children, and some societies condoned the abandonment or killing of illegitimate children. [FN18]

Significant social change occurred in sixteenth and seventeenth century England as the family unit became a greater presence in English society. [FN19] As families moved from communal living arrangements to independence, [FN20] the government was forced to deal with poor and arguably dysfunctional families. As an underclass of poor emerged, communities became alarmed by vagrancy and crime that was attributed to the poor. [FN21] In response, Parliament passed a series of laws culminating in the Poor Law Act of 1601. [FN22] The poor laws authorized the governmental removal of children and the bounding out of children as *80 apprentices. [FN23] The action occurred under the government's belief in its authority to care for its citizenry under the emerging doctrine of parens patriae or ultimate parent of the state. [FN24] While there was some element of government service in this context, the primary motivation appears to have been to "clean up" the community. [FN25] The first representative for a child appears in this period of family law in the form of a guardian ad litem, which was used sparingly and typically assisted the state in its actions (usually to facilitate the passage of property and insures the crown received its tax share of any property transfer). [FN26]

The poor law system was transplanted into the American Colonies, and involuntary apprenticeship became an integral part of North American Poor Law. [FN27] At this point, the seeds of American child welfare law were planted. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries we saw the beginnings of modern abuse and neglect codes. Massachusetts records from the seventeenth century show, for example, that children were removed from their par-
ents' homes for failure to provide a suitable environment. [FN28] In the eighteenth century, Virginian children could be removed and apprenticed because of the condition of their poverty and because their parents were not providing “good breeding.” [FN29]

This poor law system, drawn from England and the doctrine of parens patriae, truly begins to take hold in the nineteenth century under similar circumstances that gave rise to the English Poor Laws. The urbanization and industrialization of America, coupled with the influx of immigrants, gave rise to a significant population of poor families and street children. [FN30] The Society for Prevention of Pauperism issued a statement in 1823 describing the streets of New York as overrun with pauper children. [FN31] In 1825, New York opened the country's first house of refuge. [FN32]

The New York House of Refuge was authorized by New York Law, [FN33] which provided a charter to the Society for the Reformation of Juvenile Delinquents, the successor to the Society for Prevention of Pauperism. [FN34] The authorizing legislation allowed the Society to take children, committed as vagrants or convicted of crimes by authorities, into the house. [FN35] Criminal conviction was not a condition to incarceration. [FN36] Children could be committed by administrative order or application of their parents. [FN37] Nor was there any right to indictment or jury trial, [FN38] and certainly not counsel, as summary conviction of disorderly persons had previously been upheld in New York. [FN39]

In addition to houses of refuge, reformatories, which were entirely state-financed, began to emerge toward the middle of the century. [FN40] Reformatories were to be progressive institutions where, through civic and moral training, the youth would be reformed and the house was there for the child's own reformation, not punishment. [FN41] In reality, reformatories tended to be coercive, labor intensive incarceration facilities [FN42] in which youth, once again, could be placed without due process.

The nineteenth century House of Refuge Movement was validated by the judicial system. In a number of cases during this period, courts affirmed the practice of intervention into the lives of children through the doctrine of parens patriae. [FN43] The courts accepted the logic that they were entitled to take custody of a child, regardless of the child's status as victim or offender, without due process of law, because of the state's authority and obligation to “save” children. [FN44]

The 1839 Pennsylvania decision of Ex parte Crouse [FN45] may be the first case upholding the Refugee System. The child, Mary Ann Crouse, was committed to the Philadelphia House of Refuge by a justice of the peace warrant. [FN46] The warrant, executed by Mary Ann's mother, provided that it would be in Mary Ann's interests to be incarcerated in the House because she was beyond her parents' control. [FN47] The reported case is an appeal from a denial of the father's subsequent habeas corpus petition for his daughter's return. [FN48] The father argued that the law allowing commitment of children without due process was unconstitutional. [FN49] The court summarily rejected the father's argument on the basis that the House was not a prison (even though Mary Ann was not free to leave), and the child was there for her own reformation, not punishment (even though Mary Ann was probably treated harshly). [FN50] The Crouse court sanctioned the state's authority to intervene into the family as ultimate parent via the doctrine of parens patriae. [FN51] The case and the doctrine became the cornerstone of juvenile proceedings throughout the century, and through the pre-Gault [FN52] years of the juvenile court. The following language from the court illustrates the view:

[M]ay not the natural parents, when unequal to the task of education, or unworthy of it, be superseded by the parens patriae, or common guardian of the community? . . . That parents are ordinarily intrusted with it is because it can seldom be put into better hands; but where they are incompetent or corrupt, what is there to prevent the public from withdrawing their faculties, held, as they obviously are, at its sufferance? The right of parental control is a natural, but not an unalienable one. [FN53]

The lead of the Crouse court was followed throughout the country. [FN54]

Although in one sense this nineteenth century period reflects an improving status for children, it is hard to say that children had moved out of property status. Yes, the state was intervening and providing a form of welfare, but most scholars agree that this was motivated more by the state's self-interest in clearing the streets of vagrants than by a sense of care-taking. [FN55] And *84 to the extent that there was a concern by the state of overreaching, that concern was whether the parents' rights were infringed, not the child's. [FN56]

This prevailing view of the time did not go entirely unchallenged. The Illinois Supreme Court issued a decision in 1870 in the case of People ex rel. O'Connell v. Turner [FN57] which, if followed, would have repudiated the parens patriae refuge system. The court released Daniel O'Connell from the custody of the Chicago Reform School because his confinement as a dependent child was unconstitutional. [FN58] The court wrote:

In our solicitude to form youth for the duties of civil life, we should not forget the rights which inhere both in parents and children. The principle of the absorption of the child in, and its complete subjection to the despotism of, the State, is wholly inadmissible in the modern civilized world. [FN59]

The language acknowledges the inherent rights of parent and child vis a vis the state; rights which legal counsel could be retained to guard. Nevertheless, the case was not followed, and was then overruled by In re Ferrier. [FN60] which upheld a process-less detention under the traditional Crouse logic. A children's law system without due process was firmly in place. The O'Connell logic would not be seen again for another 100 years.

*85 B. The Parens Patriae: Child Savers and the Juvenile Court

The events that took place next were something of an aberration, but they did contribute to the evolution of children's status. They also involved, arguably, the first children's lawyer, Elbridge Gerry, who later founded the New York Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NYSPCC). [FN61] Mary Ellen Wilson, a 10-year old girl, had been abused and neglected by her caretakers for years. [FN62] In 1871, a church worker, no longer able to tolerate Mary Ellen's cries, convinced Henry Bergh from the New York Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to help save the child. [FN63] Mary Ellen was beaten routinely, cut with scissors, never allowed outside, locked in a bedroom, and given a small rug on which to sleep. [FN64] Mr. Gerry, who had been Mr. Bergh's legal counsel, eventually devised a writ de homine replegiando (similar to a writ of habeas corpus and not the animal rights theory of popular myth in child protection circles) and convinced a New York judge to save Mary Ellen. [FN65] This case is often thought to be the first child protection case. [FN66] Although Mary Ellen was not the first child protection case, it is significant in that it recognizes that there are degrees of child maltreatment that society will not tolerate. It is not remarkable in its acknowledgment that the state may remove a child from a caregiver. Clearly the state had been exercising that authority for over a century as to vagrants and “pre-criminal” children. The case, and the founding of the NYSPCC, led to the founding of numerous *86 anti-cruelty to children societies and the extension of the states' parens patriae authority to child abuse victims. [FN67] These child abuse cases, however, represent a small number of children's cases as society's focus continued to be vagrant children.

The events of the late nineteenth century brought about the founding of the juvenile court. The first juvenile court was founded in Chicago in 1899, [FN68] and within 20 years almost every state had a similar special court for the treatment of juveniles. [FN69] The court was largely the outgrowth of a late nineteenth century progressive era movement called child saving. [FN70] The bourgeois child savers were moved by the plight of poor children and sought to save them from their circumstances by removing them from their environment. [FN71] They were well meaning, sympathetic (but not necessarily empathetic) activists whose ideology was accepted by the juvenile court. [FN72] The new court was to be an especially kind tribunal, which would care for children, again, as the parens patriae. [FN73] The court's jurisdiction typically included both delinquent and dependent children. [FN74] Although cruelty to children was mentioned in state *87 codes, [FN75] the focus of the courts was delinquent or pre-delinquent children. Mary Ellen type cases were rare as society had not yet recognized child abuse as a large scale problem.

Prior to the 1970s, much of the scholarship of the juvenile court depicts the court as a revolutionary development for children in society. [FN76] More recent scholarship recognizes that, while the founding of the court was an im-
portant historic event, in truth, the court was more a formalization of nineteenth century poor law policy than the
development of new ideology. [FN77] It represented progress, though, in that the child savers appear to have been
genuinely concerned with children's welfare and were not merely concerned with keeping the streets free of pauper
children. [FN78]

The result of the child savers' efforts and the development of the juvenile court was that children became a rec-
ognized welfare class, not so much entitled to, as perhaps worthy of, society's service. [FN79] The service was thought
to be a kind of benevolent caregiving. [FN80] The child saver philosophy, and that of the early juvenile court, was that
middle class adults knew what was best for disadvantaged children and could implement it through a judicial process
that did not require procedural safeguards for the child. [FN81] It was thought that such process would only encumber
the achievement of knowable beneficial outcomes. [FN82]

With the philosophy of the child savers in place, the juvenile courts throughout the country operated for a half
century as largely process-less tribunals, attempting to do what was best *88 for mostly delinquent and pre-delinquent
children. [FN83] Lawyers for children, therefore, were not essential to the system, although they appeared from time
to time. [FN84] The Illinois Juvenile Court Act of 1899, for example, provided not for a lawyer, but for the option of
appointing "some suitable person to act on behalf of the child." [FN85] Pre-1960's decisions reflect a similar view. A
1944 Alabama Supreme Court case stated that "a guardian ad litem should be appointed to look after the interests of
the child . . . ." [FN86] Courts recognized that representatives could be useful to children and help achieve system
objectives. Traditional counsel was generally seen as unnecessary and potentially disruptive. [FN87]

C. The Dissolution of the Parens Patriae and the Splitting of the Juvenile Court

The landscape of the juvenile court and the subsequent treatment of juveniles changed dramatically in the 1960's
as a result of two landmark U.S. Supreme Court Cases. In 1966, the Court set the stage for dismantling the parens
patriae authority of the juvenile court when it ruled in Kent v. United States [FN88] that the process of transferring
juveniles from juvenile to adult court required the application of due process to the juvenile. [FN89] Then, in 1967, the
Court struck down the unlimited parens patriae authority *89 of the court as to delinquency cases in In re Gault.
[FN90] In Gault, the Court declared that "neither the Fourteenth Amendment nor the Bill of Rights is for adults alone."
[FN91] In the opinion, Justice Fortas reviewed the history of the juvenile court and stated that it was a myth that the
juvenile court had produced good outcomes by foregoing due process. [FN92] The Court reasoned that due process,
not benevolent intentions, produced justice and was fundamental to our legal system. [FN93] The following language
from the Gault decision illustrates the rejection of the child saver philosophy:

The child--essentially good, as [the child savers] saw it--was to be made to 'feel that he is the object of . . .
care and solicitude.' . . . [FN94]

These results were to be achieved, without coming to conceptual and constitutional grief, by insisting that
the proceedings were not adversary, but that the state was proceeding as parens patriae.

The Latin phrase proved to be a great help to those who sought to rationalize the exclusion of juveniles
from the constitutional scheme. . . . [FN95]

The right of the state, as parens patriae, to deny to the child procedural rights available to his elders was
elaborated by the assertion that a child, unlike an adult, has a right 'not to liberty but to custody.' . . . If [the
child's] parents default in effectively performing their custodial functions--that is, if the child is 'delin-
quent'--the state may intervene. In doing so, it does not deprive the child of any rights. *90 because he has none
[the child savers believed]. . . . [FN96]

Accordingly, the highest motives and most enlightened impulses led to a peculiar system for juveniles,
unknown to our law in and comparable context. . . . And in practice . . . the results have not been entirely sa-
tisfactory. Juvenile Court history has again demonstrated that unbridled discretion, however benevolently
motivated, is frequently a poor substitute for principle and procedure. . . . The absence of substantive standards
has not necessarily meant that children receive careful, compassionate, individualized treatment. . . . [FN97]

'There is evidence . . . that there may be grounds for concern that the child receives the worst of both
worlds: that he gets neither the protections accorded to adults nor the solicitous care and regenerative treatment postulated for children.’ [FN98]

. . . . ‘[T]here is increasing evidence that the informal procedures, contrary to the original expectation, may themselves constitute a further obstacle to effective treatment of the delinquent to the extent they engender in the child a sense of injustice provoked by seemingly all-powerful and challengeless exercise of authority . . . ’ [FN99]

It is compelling to note that the offense for which young Gerald Gault was to be imprisoned under this benevolent system was making prank telephone calls. [FN100]

Among the due process rights created by Gault for juveniles accused of delinquency acts were notice of charges, confrontation, cross-examination, and prohibition against self-incrimination. [FN101] These, in turn, gave rise to an additional right—the right to legal counsel. [FN102] Children under Gault became rights-based citizens under the constitution and could, therefore, demand legal counsel, and legal counsel would have clear responsibilities and a duty to the client. As the U.S. Supreme Court later stated, ‘[w]hether it is a minor or an adult who stands accused, the lawyer is the one person to whom society as a whole looks as the protector of the legal rights of that person. . . .’ [FN103] From this time forward, juveniles would have an enforceable constitutional right to legal counsel.

Beyond the establishment of due process rights for juveniles, Gault had the additional effect of bifurcating the juvenile court. [FN104] The Gault decision is specifically limited to delinquency cases. [FN105] The Court wrote: ‘We do not in this opinion consider the impact of these constitutional provisions upon the totality of the relationship of the juvenile and the state.’ [FN106] In other words, the abuse, neglect and dependency function of the court, traditionally commingled with the delinquency cases, was unaffected by Gault and, therefore, could continue on as a parens patriae system. Remember that the early juvenile court did not distinguish between child abuse and neglect and delinquency. All children were to be saved from lives of crime on the street, although in reality not that many abuse cases came to the court. Now, we have a clear distinction between juvenile offenders (delinquents who would be entitled to legal counsel because they were threatened with a loss of liberty) and juvenile victims (who came to court needing protection from abuse, and, ironically, therefore, were not entitled to legal counsel).

*92 D. The Development of Legal Counsel for Maltreated Children: The Reapplication of the Parens Patriae

At about the same time the U.S. Supreme Court was bifurcating the juvenile court, society came to understand that children were being victimized by their caregivers to a greater degree and in far greater numbers than had been known. A physician named C. Henry Kempe was intrigued by the large number of children who were seriously injured or killed by ‘accidental trauma.’ [FN107] He determined that many of these children were actually victims of abuse and that their injuries were far from accidental. [FN108] In 1962, Dr. Kempe and his colleagues published the landmark article The Battered-Child Syndrome in the Journal of the American Medical Association. [FN109] Through the article, Kempe and his colleagues exposed the reality that significant numbers of parents, from all economic, social, political, and religious segments of society, batter their children, in some cases to death. [FN110] Kempe's Battered-Child Syndrome describes a pattern of child abuse resulting in certain clinical conditions and establishes a medical and psychiatric model of the cause of child abuse. [FN111] The article marked the development of child abuse as a distinct academic subject and is generally regarded as one of the most significant events leading to professional and public awareness of the existence and magnitude of child abuse and neglect in the United States and throughout the world.

In 1962, in response to The Battered-Child, the U.S. Children's Bureau held a symposium on child abuse that produced a recommendation for a model child abuse reporting law. [FN112] By 1966, all but one state had adopted laws requiring physicians to report suspected child abuse. [FN113] Today, all states must have mandatory reporting laws. [FN114] In 1971, the California Court of Appeals recognized Battered Child Syndrome as a medical diagnosis and a legal syndrome in People v. Jackson. [FN115] In 1974, Congress passed landmark legislation in the federal Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (CAPTA). [FN116] The act provides states with funding for the handling of child maltreatment cases, conditioned on states' compliance with certain conditions. [FN117]
CAPTA lead to a massive influx of dependency cases and the creation of our current child welfare system. Among the components of the new system was a representation scheme eerily reminiscent of the early days of the juvenile court and the child saver philosophy. The new system would be state based and influenced by federal financial incentive legislation. [FN118] As part of that federal incentive, states were required to appoint a representative for the child, not in the form of a traditional attorney as in delinquency cases, but in the form of a best interest representative. [FN119] States were free to provide such representation as they deemed appropriate, and the prevailing model became our old friend, the guardian ad litem, who may or may not be an attorney. Policymakers once again fell back on the notion that the system needed a participant who would serve the system and thereby, it was believed, promote the interests of the child. The results of CAPTA's requirement for child representation have been mixed at best. In some instances, only a lay guardian ad litem is appointed *94 and the child lacks any legal representation. [FN120] Where a lawyer is appointed as guardian ad litem, [FN121] the lawyer's duty runs to the system as a protector of the child's best interests and not to the child as a truly independent advocate. Research has shown that current attorney/guardian ad litem practice is deficient. [FN122] Either way, in this still developing area of practice, we have failed to learn the lessons of the delinquency court and have fallen prey to a child saving mentality. It is frequently argued that truly independent attorneys for children will not serve the lofty system goal of serving the child's best interests. Lawyers are frequently seen as an impediment to producing good outcomes and the lessons of the pre-Gault years have not been extended to the child welfare arena. Children are still seen in the dependency court as worthy of our welfare, but not as rights-based citizens.

It is admittedly tricky to fashion a system of legal representation for child maltreatment victims. Many are very young or preverbal and simply cannot direct their litigation as a mature client can. And youth as victims of abuse and neglect are frequently ill-equipped to promote their own welfare. Legitimate arguments exist over the precise role and duties of counsel in these cases. [FN123] On the other hand, it is a mistake to assume we serve children as all-knowing benevolent caretakers while avoiding processes that limit the power of the state and empower the individual, a role only a true independent attorney can fill.

Despite the absence of a Gault-like decision in the child welfare arena, which day may still come, [FN124] significant progress *95 has been made toward the recognition of children as rights-based citizens, and in turn, provision of counsel for maltreated children. Toward that end, in 2002, nine Georgia foster children brought a class action suit against Fulton and DeKalb Counties for failure to provide adequate and effective legal representation. [FN125] In 2005, the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Georgia issued an order denying the defendants' motions for summary judgment, stating that foster children have both a statutory and constitutional right to counsel. [FN126] Whether this represents the beginning of a trend is yet to be seen.

Although frequently appointed in a guardian ad litem capacity, thousands of lawyers across the country do this work for children and thousands more serve as child welfare attorneys representing state agencies and caregivers. [FN127] There is a move to amend CAPTA to require traditional attorney representation for children. [FN128] Additionally, the National Association of Counsel for Children and the American Bar Association Center on Children and the Law have adopted standards of practice promoting independent legal counsel for all children in child welfare cases. [FN129] *96 These activities represent a realization that abused and neglected children are not only worthy of society's attention and care, they are citizens entitled to justice under the law. It should follow that they will soon be entitled to the full benefit of legal counsel.

IV. Conclusion

Children's legal status in America has evolved. In response, a practice of law for children has been born. Tremendous progress has been made in a short time toward the establishment of children's law as a legitimate field of practice. The work is only about three decades old. What began as a cause has become a profession and there is considerable evidence of that. Many law schools now have both delinquency and dependency courses in addition to the traditional family law curriculum, and comprehensive casebooks and treatises exist in both areas. [FN130] At least
one law school has developed a three-year children's law curriculum and offers an LLM in child welfare law. [FN131] There are now nearly 50 law school clinics preparing students to practice in this area. [FN132] In addition, there is a framework of constitutional law which defines the relationship between children, families and the state. Federal legislation has evolved to the point of defining a national model for the juvenile court process, [FN133] and comprehensive standards of practice have been developed for the *97 lawyers in the field. [FN134] Professional membership organizations promote the practice by providing training and technical assistance to lawyers in the field. [FN135] The federal government funds research and development in the area through projects like the Court Improvement Program. [FN136] The National Council Juvenile and Family Court Judges promote judicial leadership in the area. Perhaps the most compelling evidence of the existence of the new legal discipline is that the American Bar Association recently designated children's law as one of the national legal specialties in which lawyers may become certified. [FN137] And there are more and more opportunities for lawyers to succeed in this work as dedicated children's law offices grow across the country. [FN138] An underserved client population for so many years is being served at last. There is more to do to develop the profession, but like our young clients, we are growing up fast.
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